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SUMMARY OF NEW CHANGES
FOR 2014
(EFFECTIVE MAY 12, 2014)

- A busker shall stay at least 50 feet from other buskers.
- A busker shall stay at least 50 feet away from Plaza Park artist/artisans vendors and Plaza pushcart vendors (see enclosed map).
- A busker may use amplification, but within the Plaza boundaries may do so only between the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. daily. A busker may not use public power sources or portable generators.
- A busker may perform on the Plaza for a 2 hour time block and then must move off the Plaza and not perform on the Plaza for the next 2 hours.
- A busker cannot be so loud as to be plainly audible from 50 feet from the performance site.
- A busker shall not perform on the Plaza bandstand.

THINGS THAT HAVE NOT CHANGED
Buskers may perform on public property in Santa Fe provided they comply with city noise and sidewalk ordinances.

Buskers must obtain permission from owners to perform on private property.

Buskers shall have in their possession a City business license (which may require a Taxation and Revenue Department CRS registration if CD sales are made).

Buskers shall not perform within the Plaza boundaries when other public events are scheduled, including Indian Market, Fiesta Arts and Crafts, Fiestas, and midday or evening musical events at the bandstand without written permission of the Event Sponsor.

Buskers may obtain an individual or group license (if group license: every member must sign up, however, not all members need to be present to perform).

CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT VERSUS ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT PILOT PROJECT:
City staff is conducting a pilot project to bring to the City Council by October 30, 2014 to see if the penalties should be de-criminalized:

Police and PSA staff during the next few months will keep track of:
1. # of verbal warnings given out
   *To whom
   *How often

2. # of criminal citations given out
   *To whom
   *How often

   In comparison to

3. # of verbal warnings given out to skateboarders and bicyclists on the Plaza
   *To whom
   *How often